
Current economic, social and societal issues directly impact the changes expected in terms of measurement and
steering of corporate performance. The main reasons for this are:

• Competitive pressure and the slowdown of economic growth:

• Stepping up of measurement and steering of corporate profitability, risks, and solvency, in a manner more closely
linked to customer pricing,

• Stepping up of measurement and steering of changes in non-payments, claims, operational performance, etc. in
order to control costs and productivity,

• Stepping up of knowledge of competitors and their adaptation to market developments.

• The necessity for companies to know their customers ever better, as well as their behavior and their immediate and
future needs, implying permanent monitoring of current sales and marketing practices to adapt the offer and its
communication to customer contexts.

• The necessity for regular adaptation to the new economic, regulatory, social, societal, environmental and
governance issues of companies; the measurements and steering such issues elicit have taken on particular importance
as part of management of corporate risks, crisis and decision-making.

In short, confronted with the ever-faster pace of economic, social and societal events, senior executives can no
longer manage their company by merely measuring and steering, relying only on the economic and financial
indicators available to them.

Today, their performance is measured also according to their ability to anticipate, in a holistic manner, all the
market risks and opportunities that companies have to assume. This calls, first and foremost, for a holistic, reliable and
forward-looking measurement. This is the responsibility of senior executives.

The measurement and monitoring of corporate performance must integrate the different interactions of the
company in order to be relevant, anticipatory, and efficiently used.

Design or reshape this measure therefore implies a global approach to performance management, requiring:

• Starting from the company's strategic vision, its rationale purpose, its ambition and its values,

• Establish a common language and a shared vision of performance within the company, in relation with defined,
shared and accepted principles of uses that are integrated into management methods,

• Define various quantitative and qualitative indicators by reconciling a "Top down" approach (stakes, levers and
KPI'S) with a "Bottom up" approach (feasibility, responsibility),

• Define the principles of shared and accepted responsibility and those who contribute to it,

• Foster a link between the different levels of reading (general management vs. operational management, central vs.
local, etc.),

• Optimize the steering cycle by integrating best governance practices, and ensuring the consistency of rules,
production processes and steering organization, in a way that is adapted to the company's structure,

• Define and circulate standards, guidelines and best practices (policies, procedures) to all company entities,

• Permanently review the alignment of performance monitoring with the strategy, in terms of indicators, objectives,
resources, etc.

Thus, the measurement and management of the company cannot be limited to a dashboard or a binding or
external reporting system. It is above all a management act involving a strong management impulse.
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“Human Ahead” methodologies

Howard Partners develops methodologies, based on the know-how of leading consulting firms, while also incorporating

practices derived from socio-dynamics and tools to identify and measure the impacts of decisions made by companies

in terms of balance of power, wealth, environment, and society.

▪ The Howard Partners consultants are proud of their profession and are working hard to support this “back to

basics”. They regard themselves as “orchestra conductors”, i.e. people who understand the business issues

facing senior executives, can pinpoint what’s “niggling” them, and build “taylor-made” operational solutions

by activating a multitude of skills.

▪ To that end, Howard Partners leads an ecosystem of experts.

Howard Partners, at the heart of an ecosystem, to

respond to the complex issues facing senior executives:

*What’s behind the name?

Howard Roark, the main character in the novel “The Fountainhead”, was an architect living in New-York at the turn of the 20th

century. Passionate about his profession, he embraced his own vision of a new way to build, going against current trends. Reaping
the full benefits of the advent of reinforced concrete, his works are described as innovative.

Howard Partners is above all a human

adventure, that of 4 co-founders, coming from

different renowned consulting firms, driven

by a common vision and ambition, that of

autonomy, embodied by Howard Roark*.

Howard Partners, a partner at the service of

companies facing major issues due to

technological and societal disruption:

▪ Support the societal transition of companies.

▪ Give new meaning to companies.

▪ Balance ethics and data.

▪ Turn regulations into opportunities.

Senior Advisors, sources of inspiration and 

innovation

“When an intuition is renewed, it’s more than an 

intuition, it’s absolutely a project”
Aude de Thuin

Founder of  « Women in Africa »

Training and CoachingTechnological InnovationIdeation and GamificationBenchmarking

A humanistic vision

The Howard Partners consultants have developed a profoundly humanistic vision and learnt to practice what they

preach. They perceive new technologies as accelerators of an inevitable and profound societal transition.

An eminently holistic approach to problems

“Human Ahead” is proof of Howard Partners ambition to understand its customers’ projects in a holistic manner, i.e.

by incorporating all levers, whether strategic, business, organizational or technological, with the goal of anticipating

impacts on humans: collaborators, senior executives, shareholders, and citizens alike.


